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Executive Summary
This document identifies the major user requirements, in a largely technology-independent manner, for the
applications systems engineering and lifecycle support of distributed smart embedded devices in selected
manufacturing applications. It should be noted that a specific intention in this deliverable was not to carry
out a broad but shallow survey of application requirements, since the results of such studies are often of
little value in the creation of practical engineering tools, and also because D1.2 has already addressed the
broad capture of user requirements across all aspects of the SOCRADES project. Rather, the aim here has
been to take an in-depth look at the complete lifecycle and to look at the engineering partners involved in
selected application domains in which the prototype engineering tools to be created will be evaluated later
in the project. For example, direct evaluation of the engineering approach in the automotive powertrain
sector is planned with Jaguar.
Many surveys of user requirements have been carried out in other projects, and the results of some of these
surveys are briefly summarised later in this document. It can be broadly concluded from such studies that
the majority of systems engineering requirements are generic, although these surveys are typically broad in
nature but of limited depth so their insight in any specific application area is often limited. The aim of the
new work here has been to identity engineering tool usage needs in more depth, across the supply chain and
over the complete lifecycle. It captures user requirements in two application areas, automotive powertrain
assembly and ship sub-assembly.
The appropriate use of virtual engineering is seen as a key factor in future engineering environment, and
hence this deliverable includes a brief use case which focuses on the relationship between real and modelled
machine components. Each component may potentially be a SOCRADES smart embedded device.
The main novelty of the approach adopted here is an attempt to look at user requirements from four key
perspectives, namely in the control, enterprise integration, supply chain and lifecycle contexts. The intention
is now to examine existing engineering tools, and the key user requirements established here will be used as
the assessment criteria for this activity in D7.2. In subsequent parts of this work package this knowledge will
be utilised to see where opportunities exist to exploit the capabilities and characteristics of a SOA-based
approach to the maximum benefit of end-user’s and in particular how the applications engineering tools
should be implemented to meet their needs and what differences will emerge in terms of the form and
characteristics of the engineering tools and environment relative to current best practice. The final user
application engineering requirements catalogue has been generated in Table 11. These user requirements
have been subdivided into four sub-groups related to system design and configuration, commissioning and
operation, virtual engineering, and standardisation and openness.
Some of the main findings of this user requirements study are summarized here. A more detailed overview
can be found in the user requirements catalogue, Table 11. From a design perspective ease of configuration,
and subsequently reconfiguration of machines is seen as of key importance in terms of both machine
structure and process description. The ability of the user to effectively monitor and interact with the
machine is seen as key in the commissioning and operational phases and is applicable in different respects to
all supply chain partners. Virtual engineering is considered of key importance at all phases in the lifecycle
and across the supply-chain. Standardisation and the adoption of open systems is seen by users as a key
enabler for seamless enterprise integration and highly desirable within control systems themselves, provided
the performance requirements of the automation applications can be met.
The output of this deliverable feeds into Task 7.3 and Task 7.4, the creation of a prototype engineering
environment. The user requirements identified here will be verified against one or more of the application
demonstrators
as
part
of
WP8
of
the
project.
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1

Introduction to applications systems engineering and lifecycle support

This work package looks at user requirements from an applications engineering perspective. It builds on the
outputs of work package D1.2 where a more general requirements overview has been obtained. This
document aims to study and capture user requirements (e.g., from end-user, integrator/builder and control
vendor perspectives) to support the lifecycle of automation systems for the application domains of interest in
terms of:
• real-time distributed automation and control on both wired and wireless networks
• integration with higher level enterprise systems
• integration and support for supply-chain engineering partners involved in the automation lifecycle.
It should be noted that the specific intention here is not to carry out a broad survey of numerous application
areas but rather to take an in-depth look at the complete lifecycle and to look at the engineering partners
involved in selected application domains of the type that the prototype engineering tools to be created can
be evaluated on later in the project. For example, direct evaluation of the engineer approach in the
automotive powertrain sector is planned with Jaguar.
This document also includes a brief overview of previous relevant projects where application systems
engineering requirements have been studied, and the findings of these projects are fed into the final user
requirements list generated at the end of this report.
The aim is to determine how the applications engineering tools should best be implemented to meet user
needs and where opportunities exist to exploit the capabilities and characteristics of a SOA-based approach
to the maximum benefit of the end-user. It is vitally important to be able, reliably and repeatably, to
construct and compose distributed embedded systems that can meet and adapt readily to changing user
requirements. The methodology and prototype engineering environment created on the project will later be
validated with reference to specific application examples including Jaguar assembly, and other more general
purpose evaluations are also envisaged.
Approach
The user application engineering requirements will be classified from four perspectives:
-

Machine/Process Control

-

Enterprise Integration

-

Supply-Chain Interaction

-

Support Across Lifecycle Phases

The objective is not only to capture the requirements from a control perspective but also to capture the
integration needs of smart embedded automation devices with higher-level business process systems within
the supply chain and at each lifecycle phase.
Note that this four-perspective approach is to be adopted throughout WP7. For example D7.2 is evaluating
the available engineering tools and methods against the same four perspectives, and this requirements study
will aid in the subsequent assessment of the adequacy of current tools and methods.
The four-dimensional approach, which aims to enable the realisation of an effective supporting environment
for smart embed systems, is inspired the CMM model. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Dimensions of collaborative integration and support

•

Machine/Process Control - User requirements for the creation of the machine/process automation
system and its associated controls.

•

Enterprise Integration - Requirements for the integration of the automation system with the end-user’s
business system functionality, e.g., MES, ERP, scheduling, data archiving.

•

Supply-Chain Interaction - Requirements for interaction of the automation system with the supply
chain partners across the lifecycle.

•

Support Across Lifecycle Phases - Requirements from the product and process/machinery lifecycle
phases – what is the extended lifecycle of such systems and how does this impact on the engineering
needs of such systems.

2

Application Domains and Perspectives

To analyse the applicability of the SOCRADES approach in terms of the support for applications systems
engineering, user requirements have been captured in two sectors, automotive powertrain assembly and
ship sub-assembly automation. Specific study of the user requirements for application engineering in the
domain of process control was considered to be beyond the scope of this work package, given the time scale
and collaborators involved. However, it would be a natural extension to this work in a follow-up project.
A brief use-case has also been included which focuses on the virtual-engineering perspective, i.e.,
requirements for connectivity between physical smart-devices and their required visualisations in the
engineering environment.

2.1

Use Cases List

#

Uses Cases Identifier

Table 1: List of use cases

Focus

1

Automotive Industry - Powertrain assembly

Medium size product,
high-volume assembly

2

User requirements for welding automation in the sub assembly
manufacturing area of shipyards

Large product, lowvolume assembly
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3

3

Connectivity real to
virtual systems

User requirement for Virtual Engineering

Use Cases Description

3.1

Use Case 1 - User Requirements for Engine Assembly

This chapter covers the description of a use case focusing on control systems application engineering. We
aim to determine the engineering and management needs of automation systems composed of distributed
smart embedded (SOCRADES) devices. The aim is to derive, from the chosen use case, the applications
engineering requirements for such control systems from the end-user, integrator/builder and control vendor
perspectives in the selected application domain.
Note, this use case expands on the application example provided in use case 3 of deliverable 1.2, but focuses
on application engineering activities and supply chain roles and relationships in far greater detail.

3.1.1

System Description

The lifecycle model shown in Figure 2 is in fact common to users in many domains. It is composed of two
primary phases related to the planning and realization of the automation system. These phases are followed
by the commissioning of the system through to Job 1 and its subsequent support during operation and
maintenance with the capture of lessons learned through the process.
It is important to appreciate that this machine lifecycle is shared by many actors across several organization
in the supply-chain.

Figure 2: Powertrain manufacturing lifecycle

3.1.2

Steps list
Table 2: Lifecycle steps list for car engine manufacture

Phase

Phase description

Organization involvement

Study

Strategic intent; objective setting; ‘sourcing End user
strategy’ created to shortlist suppliers

Specification

Selection of control components; external End user; Controls vendors
specifications for programs; legislative and
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internal specs; program approval milestone

Board of directors

Simultaneous
Engineering

Team formation; communication of targets; End user;
breakdown of machine aspects – software,
M/C builder;
hardware and network architecture
Controls vendor

Site selection

Decision of plant location

Vendor selection

Commitment to use particular partners for End user
machines, automation etc.

Machine Design

Detailed design to complement off the shelf End user; M/C
machines
vendors; tooling

Build at vendor

Run sections of line at OEM to reduce costs M/C builder; controls vendor
and take time out of program

Try-out

Testing machine, parts provided
suppliers to prove rate and quality

Dismantle and ship

Movement and configuration of line

Commissioning
capability

and Arrangement of plant services,
produces first part- lab assessed;

End user

builder;

controls

from End user; M/C builder;
M/C builder
OEM M/C builder;
vendor

End

user;

controls

Part sample warrant Product design green light for completed End user; machine builders and
(PSW)
engines (quality emphasis) once accelerated controls vendors involved in line
lifecycle tests are passed; line undergoes issues)
(Wait phase)
further testing and optimization; full
capability (speeds and feeds) run of a
number of parts with further tolerance tests
Job 1 & Launch

Through launch ramp to ensure rate and End user; OEMs
improved reliability

Lessons learned

What has been learned and future project End user; OEMs and controls vendors
improvements

3.1.2.1 Steps Descriptions
The aim is to capture the user activity requirement and from this their application engineering needs. The
activities listed here for the actors involved from each organisation as applicable.
Figure 3 provides a summary of some of the major end-user related inputs to steps 1 to 5, the initial
engineering phase. Whereas, Figure 4 illustrate inputs to steps 6 to 9, the phase from design, through build
to shipping. The application of a distributed service-oriented approach to control system implementation
offers the opportunity to adopt a component-based or modular approach to system engineering which offers
the promise to reduce engineering cost and save time.
Steps 10 to 13 - Commissioning to Job 1 and finally lesions learned, are illustrated by Figure 6, and Figure 7
shows a summary of the end-user input to the Part Sample Warrant phase.

3.1.2.1.1 Study
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End user - In this phase, the end user defines the strategic intent of the programme, sets objectives, defines
the sourcing strategy, and creates a supplier shortlist. Note that figure 3 provides a summary of some of the
major end-user related inputs into steps 1 to 5, the initial engineering phases.

3.1.2.1.2 Specification
End user and Controls and Process Engineers - Here the end user determines the internal and external
specifications and legislative framework to be used on the programme.
Controls vendors - At this phase, the controls vendor must specify appropriate control technology and
ensure the necessary control components are available to cover the scope of the programme.

3.1.2.1.3 Simultaneous Engineering
End user - A simultaneous engineering team is formed by the end user, and representatives from the
machine builders and controls vendors are then invited. The end user is responsible for the definition and
communication of programme targets and the development of a detailed process description.
Machine builder - The machine builder is required to carry out a breakdown of the machine related aspects
of the programme. The process requirement will be studied and decomposed into process steps suitable for
individual machines meeting the required process cycle time for the target production volumes and required
product mix.
Controls vendor - The controls vendor is required to suggest suitable software, hardware and network
architectures to meet the programme requirements both currently and for the projected life of the production
facility.

3.1.2.1.4 Site selection
End user - The end user requests proposals from plants wishing to bid for the placement of the line in their
facility. Based on these proposals, a plant location is fixed.

3.1.2.1.5 Vendor selection
End user - The end user makes a final selection of partners for machine build, automation, and controls
engineering.
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Detailed Process Description
Strategy developed

Machine & Equipment
Simultaneous Engineering Team
members selected and formed.
Mfg. simulation based on
computer model & processes
developed
Lessons Learned from previous
programs

Machine Functional Specifications
Developed by the Team

Power Distribution layout plan
complete

Sourcing and controls strategy
related activities

Steps 1 to 5 - Engineering Phases (from study to site/vendor selection)

Program Study

Plant Layout Release complete

Figure 3: Summary of End User Inputs into steps 1 to 5 – Engineering Phases
from study to site/vendor selection

3.1.2.1.6 Machine Design
Conventionally the design activities at the machine builder take place sequentially beginning with
mechanical engineering followed by electrical and control system design activities. There is the requirement
to compress the time for these activities where possible through concurrency and the reuse of previous
designs. An effective virtual engineering environment is required to support these activities.
M/C builder - Mechanical Engineering - At this phase, the production line machine configurations are
finalised and detailed mechanical design is carried out. It is important to note that careful consideration is
given to the modularity, re-configurability, and scalability of the system to meet projected future
requirements for product variation within a defined envelope, i.e., overall dimensions of the product, degree
of flexibility, target production volume, and number of product variants.
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Control Strategies and Single
Source Suppliers Developed

IT/Systems interface
strategies developed

Finalized machine
monitoring/diagnostics
requirements
Traceability content,
application methods and data
handling strategy finalized
Define line network layout, IP
addresses and machine ID's
Plant floor Systems data
format requirements defined

Control systems and IT/Systems
Interface Strategies Finalised

Steps 6 to 9 – Design, Build and Ship Phase

Lessons Learned from
previous programs

Sequence of Operations and
machine timing data/diagrams
received from the supplier

Figure 4 : Summary of End User Inputs into steps 6 to 9 – Design, Build and Ship Phase

M/C builder - Electrical Engineering - Based on the definition of the mechanical requirements, the electrical
systems are then specified at this phase.
Machine Builder – Controls Engineering - The control system needs to be implemented to mirror the
modularity, re-configurability, and scalability of the mechanical machine elements. These impacts on both
the hardware and software requirements. The control system software must be implemented to a user
defined standard, e.g., with a standardized structure, user interfaces, and error recovery procedures.
Controls Vendor - The controls vendor must define the control system components in detail. This will
include the final specification and selection of control system components, networks, drives, and user
interfaces in line with the user requirements.
End user - The end user is responsible for monitoring the design process, checking for conformance with the
specification and appropriate standards.
Figure 5 illustrates how a component-based approach might be adopted from a machine-builders
perspective.
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Figure 5: How a component-based approach might be adopted from an automotive engine assembly
machine-builder’s perspective

3.1.2.1.7 Machine-Build at Vendor Site
Machine builder – mechanical, electrical, controls and commissioning engineers - All machines are
individually built and commissioned at the vendor’s site before being sent to the end user. At this stage
sections of the final production system are tested in order to reduce costs and take time out of the
programme, i.e., reducing the time needed later to commission the complete system at the end user site. If
possible, it would be desirable to undertake as much of this activity as possible in a virtual environment,
enabling machine manufacture to be delayed as long as possible. This is important because product
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engineering changes impact on the specification and build of the machines. Cost and time savings can be
made if the machines can be built later when the product design has matured.
Controls vendor – support engineers - The controls vendor is required to support hardware and software
development and testing. The virtual engineering of the control system behaviour would also offer the
potential to make substantial savings, particularly if this could be integrated with the machine build
activities to enable complete virtual machine build.

3.1.2.1.8 Try-out
End user – process and control engineering, M/C builder - commissioning engineers - All machines must
be tested at the machine builder’s site with parts provided from the product suppliers in order to prove both
production rate and production quality.

3.1.2.1.9 Dismantle and ship
Machine builder - At this phase, the machine builder is responsible for the shipping and configuration of
the production line at the selected end user production facility.

3.1.2.1.10

Commissioning and Capability

Machine builder – commissioning engineers - The machine builder is responsible for producing the first
good part, i.e., manufactured components or assemblies within the required tolerance bands.
End user – process and product engineering - The parts are assessed for quality by the end user.
End user – plant engineering - The end user is responsible for the provision and arrangement of plant
services and enterprise connectivity, e.g., IT, electrical, hydraulic, and coolant systems, as required. Figure 6
provides a summary of some of the major end-user related inputs to the installation and commissioning
phase.

Equipment installed and
running pre-production parts

Suggested utility requirement
from machine builders received

Lessons Learned from
previous programs

Production monitoring system
testing at machine builders
completed

Networking systems configured
to accept production monitoring
system data and all network
drops completed

Install and verify control systems
and IT interfaces

Step 10 - Installation and commissioning phase

Controls vendor - Control vendor support engineers are required to ensure successful control system
installation and optimisation at the user site.

Figure 6: Summary of end-user inputs to the installation and commissioning phase
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3.1.2.1.11

Part sample warrant (PSW)

End user - machine builders and controls vendors involvement as required - At this phase, while product
quality and durability testing is carried out, the line undergoes further testing and optimization. For
example, tests will be carried out running the line at full specified production capability, i.e., full production
rate machine speeds and feeds. This is typically carried out for a run of an appropriate number of parts
followed by further product tolerance testing.

3.1.2.1.12

Job 1 & Launch

End user and machine builders - Job 1 defines the official beginning of production. At this phase, the
requirements include monitoring production rate to ensure that it is ramping up satisfactorily and
individual machine monitoring to ensure that system reliability targets are being met.

3.1.2.1.13

Lessons learned

Lessons Learned from
previous programs

Control systems complete,
IT interfacing complete,
safety and interlock
strategies implemented

Machinery Installation
complete

Final Installation data and
BOM received and loaded
onto DMS
Lessons Learned from
previous programs

All production monitoring
systems operational
Health and Safety Checklist
Launch Phase is completed

Transition / Exit Plan
Completed

Step 12 - Job 1 Phase

Step 11 - PSW Phase

End user; OEMs and controls vendors - A number of scheduled meetings will be held up to a year from Job
1 involving all the supply chain partners. The aim of this is to formally identify and capture the lessons that
can be learned from the activity and to identify where future project improvements can be made.

Figure 7: Summary of end-user inputs to the PSW and Job 1 phases

3.1.3

Actors List

A use case defines a goal-oriented set of interactions between external actors and the system under
consideration. Actors are parties outside the system that interact with the system.

Table 3: Life cycle Users (Actors) for car engine manufacturer
End User Actors

Description

Simultaneous Engineering A team of 6-8 people made up of; Controls manager, Automation,
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Team

typically two end-user Engineers, and Representatives from Controls
vendors.

Controls engineering

Central engineering resource responsible
realisation.

Process engineering

Central engineering resource responsible for manufacturing process
realisation.

Automation engineering

Engineering of automated systems which interlink machines and
work stations.

Plant engineering

Responsible for the preparation of the site to accept the automation
system.

M/C Builder Actor

Description

Mechanical engineering

Engineering group responsible for the engineering of the machines
mechanical structure and framework.

Electrical Engineering

Engineering group responsible for the electrical systems, wiring and
network cabling.

Controls

Responsible for control system implementation.

Commissioning

Responsible for commissioning of the machine to the criteria defined
by the user.

Controls Vendor Actor

Description

Support Engineers

Technical support of control systems selection and implementation

3.1.4

for

control

system

User Requirements List
Table 4: User requirement list for car engine manufacturer
Dimensional Impact

User

User

Req. Id

Requirement

UR1.1

Ability to configure and
Key requirement
reconfigure machines built
from smart modules (e.g.
add/remove devices)

Key enabler

UR1.2

Provision for integrated
production monitoring

Key
requirement

UR1.3

Maximum reuse of
machine components

Key requirement

UR1.4

Vendor neutral systems
open systems

Desirable

UR1.5

High level machine
configuration capability

Key requirement

Machine/Process
Control

Enterprise
Integration

Supply Chain
Interaction
Key enabler

Lifecycle Phase
Useful at all
phases

Operation
Design, build,
reconfiguration

Key enabler

Desirable enduser requirement

All

Across all partners All
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UR1.6

High level process
description

Key requirement

Across all partners All

UR1.7

Virtual engineering of as
much as possible of the
system

Key requirement

Across all partners All

UR1.8

Ensuring design simplicity
where possible

UR1.9

Support for simultaneous
product, process and
controls engineering

UR1.10

End-user
requirement

Design

Key requirement

Across all partner

SE

Support of effective
capture and use of lessons
learned

Desirable

Across all partners All

UR1.11

Plant layout support

Desirable

End-user, M/C
builder

UR1.12

Effective and seamless IT
systems integration

UR1.13

Inherent support for
compliance with
standards

Key requirement

UR1.14

Remote assistance from
experts to rectify machine
problems

Key requirement

UR1.15

Lifecycle support from
engineering tools

Key requirement

Desirable
requirement

Across all partners All

UR1.16

Support for globally
distributed engineering
teams

Key requirement

Desirable
requirement

Across all partners All

Site selection,
commissioning

Key
requirement

Across all partners All

Key
requirement

All

End-user to
machine builders
and controls
vendors

Commissioning,
Operation

Notes: UR (X.Y) - X is the use case number and Y is a sequential number for the user requirements

3.1.4.1 Description of UR1.1 – Ability to (re)configure machines built from smart modules
In order to maximize manufacturing agility at minimum time and cost, it is vitally important to be able to
reconfigure production machinery easily and quickly. This is a key requirement for machine engineering
perspective. It is also important that smart modules should be easily integrated with higher level enterprise
systems. During the lifecycle of those modules, they will be created and supported by all the supply chain
partners.

3.1.4.2 Description of UR1.2 - Provision for integrated production monitoring
From an enterprise perspective, monitoring production rate is a key requirement to ensure that it is ramping
up satisfactorily. Individual machine monitoring is also important to ensure that system reliability targets
are being met. The provision of such capabilities in a seamless manner is important preferably using a
common implementation approach/technology for control and IT related systems.
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3.1.4.3 Description of UR1.3 - Maximum reuse of machine components
There is the requirement to compress the time for machine build related activities wherever possible through
concurrency and the reuse of previous designs and also physical components. An effective virtual
engineering environment is required to support such reuse activities effectively.

3.1.4.4 Description of UR1.4 - Vendor neutral systems open systems
Open, vendor neutral systems are advantageous particularly to the end-user and machine builders and
could have significant impact through all machine lifecycle phases. They have the potential to significantly
reduce costs, training requirements and interfacing problems.

3.1.4.5 Description of UR1.5 - High level machine configuration capability
In order to be able to reconfigure production machinery easily, quickly and predictably the provision of a
high level, process engineering oriented configuration capability is important where machine related
resources can be defined and configured.

3.1.4.6 Description of UR1.6 - High level process description
Process description needs to be done in a manner that the process engineers can directly relate to. A highlevel graphical description method is likely to be applicable.

3.1.4.7 Description of UR1.7 - Virtual engineering of as much as possible of the system
In order to reduce costs and minimize time to market a virtual engineering environment is required capable
of support all aspects of the machine lifecycle. This virtual environment must be capable or accurately
predicting machine behaviour.

3.1.4.8 Description of UR1.8 - Ensuring design simplicity where possible
Particularly from an end-user perspective, current automation system design methods are often complex
and too general purpose. Design simplicity is therefore and important goal.

3.1.4.9 Description of UR1.9 - Support for simultaneous product, process and controls
engineering
It is important that engineering environments for future automation systems support the simultaneous
development of the manufacturing system and the products to be made. Integration with PLM systems is
core to achieving this.

3.1.4.10 Description of UR1.10 - Support of effective capture and use of lessons learned
It is desirable to be able to effectively capture and use the lessons learned from engineering previous systems
and all phases in the lifecycle and to share this knowledge across the supply chain.

3.1.4.11 Description of UR1.11 - Plant layout support
It is desirable for engineering tools to be capable of supporting the definition of the end-user site layout to
allow specification and optimization of the system.

3.1.4.12 Description of UR1.12 - Effective and seamless IT systems integration
The provision of a consistent approach to the integration of control systems with IT systems is a key
requirement for cost effective enterprise wide systems, impacting across the supply chain.
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3.1.4.13 Description of UR1.13 - Inherent support for compliance with standards
Engineering tools need to inherently support and enforce the compliance of automation system
implementation with relevant standards, e.g., for safety, interoperability, quality.

3.1.4.14 Description of UR1.14 - Remote assistance from experts to rectify machine
problems
Engineering systems should inherently offer support for the rectification of machine problems from remote
locations, e.g., from the machine builder and control vendor sites. Consideration of safety and security are
of key importance.

3.1.4.15 Description of UR1.15 - Lifecycle support from engineering tools
Engineering tools need to be capable of supporting the complete machine lifecycle and not just selected
phases.

3.1.4.16 Description of UR1.16 - Support for globally distributed engineering teams
A distributed engineering environment is needed capable of supporting globally distributed partners in
multiple organizations. System security is therefore a key issue.

3.2

Use Case 2 - User Requirements for Virtual Engineering

This use case focuses on the virtual-engineering perspective and in particular the requirements for
connectivity between physical smart-devices and their visualisations in the engineering environment. It is
important to note that is in fact a detailed look at a subset of the user requirement for virtual engineering
support. This warrants special attention at this stage because as a part of the emerging PLM (Product
Lifecycle Management) concepts in many companies, a SAO approach (based potentially on web services)
offers an opportunity to build reusable standard automation system components that can be stored in a
common toolbox with a substantial part of application system development occurring in a virtual
environment. This toolbox can then grow from project to project.

3.2.1

System Description

As one possible implementation a small example is described in the following. A clamp is designed in a 3D
environment as a virtual device.
First, a 3D model is build and extended by the kinematics “Open” and “Close” of the clamp. In a second
step, the behaviour is attached to the device. The component, considered now as a Service, particularly a
Clamp Service, implements the Web service operations for opening and closing the clamp (Picture 1, bottom
left). Accordingly, the same Web service and the required control logic are realized as well for the physical
real clamp, represented here by the Robot gripper module (Figure 8, bottom right).
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Client

WS

WS

WS

Virtual Clamp

Mechanical Clamp

Figure 8: Virtual and real devices controlled by Web Services

In the next phase, the example is extended to multiple devices in order to demonstrate the coordination of at
least two devices on the one hand and in order to demonstrate the synchronization of real and virtual
models on the other hand, when the scenario is the result of aggregation of components. This allows testing
the general requirements defined above for each device alone and when they are plugged together. In our
example depicted in Picture 1, the role of the coordinator / synchronisation is being adopted by the so-called
Client.
The collaboration between the devices (real, virtual, engineering system etc.) are supported by interaction
patterns such as Discovery, Device Description, Eventing as introduced above, which are provided by the
DPWS protocol standard implementation of Schneider-Electric (Jammes and Smith, 2007).
However, for a production system structure, composed of an aggregation of devices, a different way of
implementation might be more suitable that has to be supported by the engineering system. In contrast to
the above described example, some software tools are based on discrete event simulation where there is no
need to define kinematics as this is given by specific simulation elements such as conveyors.
If a SOA architecture is developed, a specific design of components and of aggregation of components /
devices is requested, that allows high-level cooperative and intelligent behaviours. Example: considering
plug-and-play capabilities of components, the engineering tool supports the design and specification of
interfaces where devices can be replaced or plugged into a running production system, so that the new
functionality is integrated into the running workflow. Provided that the engineering tool allows such highlevel and intelligent device interactions, simulation and validation of complex system scenarios can take
place before they are realized in the real production system.
Hence, the driving logic has to work like a container that has well defined interfaces to neighboured
production systems. The structure and the functionalities offered by these containers is then extended by
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introducing e.g., agent-based negotiations and collaboration capabilities, as it has been outlined in (Colombo
and et al, 2005) and (Lastra and Colombo, 2006).

3.2.2

User Requirements List

Virtual devices must show the same behaviour like manufacturing devices in SOA. The general requirements for device
level SOA have been outlined earlier. There are six basic functions defined as below:

Table 5: General user requirements for device level SOA
User

User

Req. Id

Requirement

UR2.1

Addressing

UR2.2

Discovery

UR2.3

Description

UR2.4

Control

UR2.5

Eventing

UR2.6

Presentation

Dimensional Impact
Machine/Process
Control

Enterprise
Integration

Supply Chain
Interaction

Key

Key
Requirement

Key

Requirement

Enabler

Lifecycle Phase

All operational
phases

Besides the properties of web services like discovery and eventing, some specific user requirements for
virtual intelligent autonomous mechatronics devices exist. Generally, a virtual device should emulate a real
device, so that the level of details is in accordance to the expected results. In the following, a short overview
of the main requirements is summarised.
Table 6: Specific user requirements for virtual devices
Dimensional Impact

User

User

Req. Id

Requirement

UR2.7

Integration

UR2.8

States and transitions

Key requirement

Desirable end
user requirement

All operational
phases

UR2.9

Communication

Key requirement Key requirement Key requirement

Useful at all
phases

UR2.10

High level IT integration

Key requirement

All operational
phases

UR2.11

3D presentation

Desirable

Desirable

Desirable

Useful at all
phases

UR2.12

Efficient model creation

Desirable

Desirable

Desirable

Useful at all
phases

Machine/Proces
s Control

Enterprise
Integration

Supply Chain
Interaction

Key enabler

Key enabler

Lifecycle Phase
Useful at all
phases
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3.2.2.1 Description of UR2.1 – Addressing
A unique address for a device is needed for communication purposes.

3.2.2.2 Description of UR2.2 – Discovery
If a new device is added it searches automatically for any existing devices. In addition, devices send
advertisements.

3.2.2.3 Description of UR2.3 – Description
A controlling device that has detected a controlled device needs a description “meta data” of the latter like a
definition of command messages and service responds.

3.2.2.4 Description of UR2.4 – Control
The controlling device can activate a web service and a specific action. The controlled device may send a
response message.

3.2.2.5 Description of UR2.5 – Eventing
Asynchronous eventing should be supported for example implemented by a "publish subscribe" mechanism.

3.2.2.6 Description of UR2.6 – Presentation
Some devices may expose a presentation interface, for example to display (X)HTML pages.

3.2.2.7 Description of UR2.7 – Integration
The engineering phase, where the controls are defined, has to be integrated into the PLM (Product Lifecycle
Management) concept of the company. Specifically, a data model is needed, that describes the main aspects of
the production system. These main aspects include the product, process and resource model and relations
between these entities. In addition, a PPR model is necessary to define possible different equipment
configurations and therefore represents the lifecycle of the production system. If the production process
changes, e.g., the required production capacity is growing, the SOA must be flexible enough to react
automatically. This flexibility is not only required for the final production system, it is also the answer to the
quick changes that are typical for factory planning projects.

3.2.2.8 Description of UR2.8 – State and transition
The states and transitions of real device have to be defined. The virtual device should work in the same way.

3.2.2.9 Description of UR2.9 – Communication
The communication in decentralised systems is another important topic. Two main parts are timing
conditions and the definition of the protocol.
The timing conditions can be distinguished into three different levels:
a) Communication is used to exchange factory level data like material orders. The response
requirement is in the order of minutes.
b) Soft real time response requirements are in the order of milliseconds.
c)

Hard real time response requirements are in the range of microseconds and are required e.g. for
motion devices.
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Condition c) is difficult to guarantee for all virtual engineering systems, as the most simulators do not run on
real time platforms. Furthermore, a typical web service will not be used on that level of detail, as the
communication overhead of web services will make it very difficult for today available IT infrastructures to
assure the required speed.
If web services are used in the context of timing conditions as mentioned in a) and b), a control unit is
required, that will create an error, if the response condition is not fulfilled.
The definition of the protocol is driven by the overall automation concept and is a part of the company
specific PLM concept.

3.2.2.10 Description of UR2.10 – High level IT integration
The virtual engineering environment should as well be integrated into the higher level IT infrastructure like
ERP and MES. For example, MES can be used to control the material flow based on customer orders and
short time based factory diagnostics and can also be implemented as a web service. A production system has
to be optimised based on the virtual model before building the real hardware. If this process detects a
necessary change, this is quite more cheap than changing the hardware later.

3.2.2.11 Description of UR1.11 – 3D representation
As part of the PLM concept of a company, the virtual model needs a 3D representation. This is required for
two reasons. First, the definition of the products and resources are made using 3D based software.
Consequently, not working in 3D would be a cut in the information flow. Secondly, a 3D model is much
more intuitive to show possible problems. In complex production scenarios, this is of valuable help.

3.2.2.12 Description of UR1.12 – Efficient model creation
The time needed to develop the web service in the virtual engineering environment has to be as short as
possible. A lot of systems lack especially here, because importing of 3D data is required for every changes
and a lot of work needs to be redone as the systems are not integrated into an overall PLM concept. For the
virtual engineering environment, a tool is required, that allows making most of the work automatically and
that is integrated into the PLM concept of the company.

3.3

Use Case 3 – User requirements for welding automation in the sub assembly
manufacturing area of shipyards

This description covers a use case derived from the shipbuilding process. Special focus is given to system
engineering aspects for robotized welding automation in the sub assembly manufacturing area.

3.3.1

System description

Sub assembly manufacturing combines numerous production processes which traditionally are performed
in a more or less distributed production environment as island solutions Therefore, to enhance the degree of
automation on shipyards one key requirement is to introduce CIM–oriented approaches with gapless data
flow and intelligent resource management to that degree of flexibility that is needed to produce sub
assemblies totally on demand and just in time.
Novel production lines of that type are able to combine prefabrication of base plates and stiffeners with
automatic handling, assembly and fitting processes and with intelligent robot welding at the end of the line
(see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Sub assembly manufacturing automation in shipbuilding

3.3.2

Steps list
Table 7: Sub-assembly step lists

Phase

Phase description

Study

Strategic intent, company
setting of objectives; first
suppliers

Specification

specification of overall system performance End user; system vendors
and
of
the
components
involved,
Board of directors
specification of work plan and milestones;
approval,

Simultaneous
Engineering

Team formation; Communication of targets, End user;
Breakdown of process, material flow
M/C builder;
(nesting to optimize the load situation on the
conveyor platforms), machine and control Automation and control vendors
aspects, software, hardware, CAD/CAM
links and network architecture

Site selection

Decision of plant location

Vendor selection

Commitment to use particular partners for End user
machines, automation etc.

Machine
Design

and

Build at vendor

Organization involvement
confidential; End user
selection of

End user

Line Detailed design of the machine concept, End user; M/C
trying to complement off the shelf machine vendors; tooling
components, integration of already existing
production equipment

builder;

controls

Build sections of line at the vendor site to M/C builder; controls vendor
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reduce costs and take time out of program
Try-out

Testing machinery and line sections, test End user; M/C builder;
samples are provided from the end user

Dismantle and ship

Movement of line section to the end user site M/C builder

Build at end user

Build the complete line at the end user site
Implementation of control
software, sectionwise test
interoperability, delete bugs

Testing
Commissioning

M/C builders, end user

hard- and
of system

and Ramp-up of the line; test operations; M/C builders; End user; controls
programming, produces first test parts; vendor
refinements; optimisation of welding
processes, arrangement of plant services

Part sample warrant Production manager’s green light for End user; machine builders and
(PSW)
completed
sub
assemblies
(quality controls vendors involved in line
emphasis); optimization through further issues)
(Wait phase)
testing
Test production
Launch
Lessons learned

& Through test production final ramp up of the End user; M/C builders
line to ensure rate and improved reliability
What has been learned and future project End user; M/C builders
improvements

3.3.2.1 Steps Description
In order to capture the user activity requirements and from this their application engineering needs, the
activities for the actors involved from each organisation are described:

3.3.2.1.1 Study
End user - In this phase, the end user defines the strategic intent of the programme, sets objectives, defines
the outsourcing strategies, and creates a supplier shortlist.

3.3.2.1.2 Specification
End user as well as Controls and Process Engineers - The end user defines the internal and external
specifications and legislative framework to be used on the programme. Work plan and milestones will be
specified.
Controls vendors - At this phase, the controls vendors must specify appropriate control technology and
ensure that the necessary control components are available in line with the work plan and the milestones.

3.3.2.1.3 Simultaneous Engineering
End user - An engineering team is formed by the end user. Representatives from the machine builders and
controls vendors are invited to join this team. The end user is responsible for the definition and
communication of targets and the development of a detailed manufacturing process description.
Machine builder - The machine builder is required to contribute by a breakdown of machine related aspects.
This includes solutions how to combine handling, assembly and fitting operation in one or more line section
and how robot welding can be integrated gaplessly into the chain of processes. The manufacturing process
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requirements will be studied and decomposed into manufacturing steps able to meet expected cycle times
related to target production volumes of sub assemblies and required product mix.
Controls vendor - The controls vendor is required to define suitable software, hardware and network
architectures to meet the end user and machine builder requirements.

3.3.2.1.4 Site selection
End user - The end user defines the final location of the new installation inside his plant Special
consideration will be given to material flow aspects and already existing production facilities which perhaps
need to be involved into the new production automation concept.

3.3.2.1.5 Vendor selection
End user - The end user makes a final selection of suppliers taking over the machine and line building and
welding automation part, and the control engineering part of the programme.

3.3.2.1.6 Machine and Line Design
The machine builder starts with design activities. They are performed sequentially beginning with
mechanical engineering followed by electrical and control system design. To reduce the time for these
activities possibilities to reuse previous designs will be considered. Powerful CAD tools and a virtual
engineering environment is required to support these activities.
M/C builder - Mechanical Engineering - At this phase, the overall production line configurations are
finalised and detailed mechanical design is carried out. It is important to take care for modularity, fast reconfigurability, and scalability of the system. Human interaction aspects, home positioning in case of failure
or even modifications of stiffener configurations during automatic run are also to consider. Restrictions and
technical demands to integrate robot welding technology have impact on the mechanical engineering
activities
M/C builder - Electrical Engineering - Based on the definition of the mechanical requirements, the electrical
systems are then specified at this phase.
Machine Builder – Controls Engineering - The control system needs to be designed with special regards to
the demand s for modularity, re-configurability, and scalability of the machinery components of the line.
Control engineering activities have to be carried out with special emphasis on resulting hardware and
software requirements. The control system software development starts. It has to be defined with regards to
system requirements and user standards in terms of standardized structures, modularity, controller
interfaces, data formats, data transfer lines, programming, user interfaces, monitoring demands, and error
recovery procedures.
Controls Vendor - The controls vendor must define the control system components in detail. He also has to
cope with the integration of robot, sensor and process technology into the overall control concept. This will
include the final specification and selection of control system components, process control strategies,
networks, data base structures with related import/export procedures, sensing functions, and user interfaces
in line with user requirements.
End user - The end user is responsible for monitoring and coordinating the design process. He has to check
for conformance with the specification and appropriate external and internal standards.

3.3.2.1.7 Machine-Build at Vendor Site
Machine builder – mechanical, electrical, control and commissioning engineers - All machinery are
individually built and commissioned at the vendor’s site before installation at the end user. The functionality
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of sections of the final production line is tested in order to reduce costs and save set-up respectively ramp-up
time at the end user plant.
Controls vendor - The controls vendor is required to support hardware and software development
including testing. Engineering efforts are to consider on material flow control aspects, sensing functions,
quality control, process monitoring, data transfer, CAD link, technological database management, robot
system integration, robot programme generation, and error handling. Virtual engineering of the control
system behaviour would offer the potential to make substantial savings, particularly if this could be
integrated with the machine build activities to enable complete virtual machine build.

3.3.2.1.8 Try-out
End user – process and control engineering, M/C builder - commissioning engineers - All machines must
be tested at the machine builder’s site with parts provided from the product suppliers in order to prove both
production rate and production quality.

3.3.2.1.9 Dismantle and ship
Machine builder - At this phase, the machine builder is responsible for the shipping and configuration of
the production line at the selected end user production facility.

3.3.2.1.10

Built at end user site

M/C builder – The entire line will be built up and installed at the end user site. Functional tests are
performed to check the proper operation of line sections. The line has to be integrated into the surrounding
production facilities. This includes activities like implementation of data transfer from the shipyard CAD
system, safety engineering, engineering of material flow and transportation requirements, adjustment and
calibration.
Controls vendor - The controls vendor will integrate the control hardware and implements the control
software. He has to test the interaction of control systems, sensors and actuators installed whether they fulfil
the expected control functionality. Interoperability checks are also necessary related to the data exchange
between control software and technology database. The user interface has to be configured. Default values to
run specified functionality are selected during the test phase.

3.3.2.1.11

Testing and Commissioning

Machine builder – commissioning engineers - The machine builder is responsible for producing the first
sub assemblies in accordance to required tolerance bands during the ramp-up of the line. Process
engineering skills (welding engineering) is required to run the welding processes properly at requested
quality level.
End user – process and product engineering - The parts are assessed for quality by the end user.
End user – plant engineering - The end user is responsible for the provision and arrangement of plant
services and enterprise connectivity, e.g., IT, electrical, hydraulic, and coolant systems, welding consumables
(gas, wire, etc. ), as required.
Controls vendor - Control vendor support engineers are required to ensure successful process control at the
user site.

3.3.2.1.12

Part sample warrant (PSW)

End user - machine builders and controls vendors involvement as required - At this phase, while product
quality testing is carried out, the line undergoes further testing and optimization. For example, tests will be
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carried out running the line at full specified production capability, i.e., full production rate machine speeds
and feeds. Failure situations will be simulated like weld restart or manual interaction, emergency stop, etc.
In the end the production manager gives green light to run the full installation at production conditions.

3.3.2.1.13

Test production & Launch

End user and machine builders - The official production begins. At this phase, the requirements include
monitoring production rate to ensure that it is ramping up satisfactorily and individual machine monitoring
to ensure that system reliability targets are being met. The supply chain partner are involved. The trained
operators are now performing a second training on the job.

3.3.2.1.14

Lessons learned

End user; machine vendors and controls vendors – After sales services with a number of scheduled
meetings will be used to learn from the activity and to identify where future project improvements can be
made.

3.3.3

Actors List

The interaction between different actors involved in the engineering processes is described in the action list
below:
Table 8: Sub-assembly actors list
End User Actors

Description

Simultaneous Engineering 4-6 people; CAD specialist, production automation manager, process
Team
engineers, welding engineer
CAD specialist

CAD specialist is responsible to enable the links to the shipyard CAD
system.

Process engineering

Central engineering resource responsible for manufacturing process
realisation.

Welding engineering

Engineering of the welding processes.

Production
manager

automation Responsible for the coordination of activities and for the preparation
of the site

M/C Builder Actor

Description

Mechanical engineering

Engineering group responsible for the engineering of the machines
mechanical structure and framework.

Electrical Engineering

Engineering group responsible for the electrical systems, wiring and
network cabling.

Control engineering

Responsible for the implementation of the control system, the
interfacing to the supervising control, and for the system
programming.

Automation manager

Responsible for the coordination of work and for the commissioning
of the line components and sub systems to the criteria defined by the
end user.

Controls Vendor Actor

Description
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Control Engineers

3.3.4

Responsible for the development and implementation of the
supervising control and database management; Technical support in
case of interfacing, system interoperability, and overall control

User Requirements List

User requirements derived from the case study are summarized in the list below:
Table 9: User requirement for sub-assembly manufacturer
Dimensional Impact

User

User

Req. Id

Requirement

UR3.1

Ability to configure and Key requirement
reconfigure machines built
from modules

UR3.2

Provision
for
monitoring

UR3.3

Provision for integrated
production monitoring

Key
requirement

Operation

UR3.4

CAD data of the Shipyard Key requirement
CAD system as entities to
the line control

Key
requirement

Design, build,

UR3.5

Open system architecture

Key enabler

UR3.6

High
level
description

UR3.7

Nesting to optimize the Key requirement
loading situation on the
mobile
conveyor
platforms

Key
requirement

End user

All

UR3.8

Gapless flow of
through the line

Key
requirement

Key enabler

All

UR3.9

Effective and seamless IT
systems integration

Key
requirement

Across all partners All

UR3.10

Virtual engineering
much as possible

as Key requirement

Across all partners All

UR3.11

High flexibility for manual Key requirement
interaction if requested
and easy restart of the
automatic mode

Across all partners All

UR3.12

Support for compliance Key requirement
with standards

UR3.13

Error management

Machine/Process
Control

Enterprise
Integration
Key enabler

Supply Chain
Interaction
Key enabler

process Key requirement

Desirable

Key requirement

Useful
phases

at

all

Operation

process Key requirement

data Key requirement

Lifecycle
Phase

operation
Desirable
end- All
user requirement
Across all partners All

Key
requirement

All
End-user
to Commissioning
machine builders Operation
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and
vendors
UR3.14

Lifecycle support
engineering tools

from Key requirement

Desirable
requirement

controls

Across all partners All

3.3.4.1 Description of UR4.1 - Ability to configure and reconfigure machines
In order to achieve a high degree of agility in sub assembly manufacturing, fast and easy configuration and
reconfiguration of the machinery is mandatory. Therefore, manufacturing and automation engineering
should favor the integration of modular machinery components and control system architectures based on
standardized interfaces.

3.3.4.2 Description of UR4.2 - Provision for process monitoring
During ramp up and operation monitoring is necessary to assure the reliability of each individual machine.
From the process perspective monitoring is essential to guarantee high quality products. In case of failure
monitoring enables easier trouble shooting and error handling.

3.3.4.3 Description of UR4.3 - Provision for integrated production monitoring
Monitoring of the production rates enables better planning of resources, supervision of the work in progress,
and of supply chain requirements.

3.3.4.4 Description of UR4.4 - CAD link
For automation and system engineering as well as to control the production processes and flow of work it is
necessary to access data from the shipyard CAD system. CAD data will allow to generate the programmes
for the fitting station and the welding robot automatically in a virtual engineering environment or by use of
functional macros.

3.3.4.5 Description of UR4.5 – Open system architecture
An open system architecture supports to interface machines, sensors and control components faster and
more easily.

3.3.4.6 Description of UR4.6 – High level process description
The process description has to be detailed and should include all aspects necessary to support process
engineering.

3.3.4.7 Description of UR4.7 – Nesting to optimise conveyor loading
A problem in sub assembly manufacturing is to find an optimal loading of the conveyor platforms. A
solution can be achieved by engineering tools which enable nesting calculations. Output of the nesting
process is a graphically supported guide for the operator how to locate the base plates in an optimised order.

3.3.4.8 Description of UR4.8 – Gapless flow of data through the line
An important issue in advanced system engineering is to enable a gapless flow of data throughout the entire
installation. This can be achieved by means of interface standards and standardized data exchange formats.

3.3.4.9 Description of UR4.9 - Effective and seamless IT systems integration
Control systems, sensor networks or databases have to be designed to enable a seamless integration with the
IT system planned for the new installation. Engineering efforts are also necessary to guarantee a proper
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integration with the existing IT infrastructure of the enterprise (CAD system, supply chains, production
planning, etc.) and legacy systems.

3.3.4.10 Description of UR4.10 – Virtual engineering
In order to reduce time and costs during system ramp-up phase or set-up of the system a virtual engineering
environment is required that is capable in assisting in all aspects of the system lifecycle. This has to include
programming, monitoring & diagnosis, process engineering, error handling, etc.

3.3.4.11 High flexibility for manual interaction
In shipbuilding high flexibility is required for manual interaction. In sub assembly manufacturing this
includes for instance the change of the fitting or robot welding cycle or the change of the stiffener
configuration on a base plate or the possibility to enter with manually prepared and fitted sub assemblies.
Automation and control engineering has to cope with manual interaction of this type by design of interactive
user interfaces supporting this specific functionality.

3.3.4.12 Support for compliance with standards
System engineering needs to support automation and control in compliance with standards. This should
include safety, interoperability, networking, weld quality, environmental regulations, etc.

3.3.4.13 Error management
To identify failure situations and handle system malfunction error handling should be assisted by the
engineering tools e.g. by failure monitoring and solving strategies, log functions, error messaging.

3.3.4.14 Lifecycle support from engineering tools
Engineering tools need to assist throughout the entire lifecycle of the installation in terms of set-up &
configuration, programming, calibration, operation, failure management, or maintenance.

4

User requirements investigated by Other research projects

As part of the work package 7 of the SOCRADES project, Task 7.1 investigates the user requirements for
system engineering and lifecycle support. In addition to the detailed use cases reported earlier in this
document, this section reviews the findings of other related projects in terms of user requirements.

4.1

I*PROMS

4.1.1

Project overview

The Network of Excellence for Innovative Production Machines and Systems (I*PROMS) is funded under the
EU Sixth Framework Programme over a period of five years. It aims to address many of the challenges
facing the manufacturing sector in the 21st century. It focuses research on intelligent and adaptive
production machines and systems to realise its vision of the knowledge-based “Autonomous Factory’ for
delivering increased competitiveness for manufacturing in 2020. Ultimately, this will help I*PROMS
establish itself as the European Union's authoritative research body for the area of Production Machines and
Systems (I*Proms, 2007). The Mission of I*PROMS Network of Excellence is to:
•

Assemble a critical mass of world-class researchers focused upon jointly generating the innovative
design and manufacturing concepts, tools and techniques needed to realise I*PROMS's vision of a
knowledge-based "Autonomous Factory",

•

Establish a common research infrastructure to support researchers within the Network;
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•

Develop a strategy and mechanisms to sustain Network activities beyond the EC funding period;

•

Provide EU industry, through research training/ education, with a constant flow of qualified
specialists adept at designing, managing and maintaining knowledge-based Autonomous Factories;

•

Contribute to social welfare improvement and sustainable growth of the economy in the EU through
knowledge-based manufacturing.

Initially, I*PROMS addresses the six ‘Manufacturing Challenges for 2020’, namely, Concurrent
Manufacturing, Integration of Human and Technical Resources, Conversion of Information to Knowledge,
Environmental Compatibility, Reconfigurable Enterprises, and Innovative Manufacturing Processes and
Products (Visionary Research, 1998). Research on those themes is being prosecuted by the four
interconnected I*PROMS clusters, namely: Advanced Production Machines (APM), Production Automation
and Control (PAC), Innovative Design Technology (IDT) and Production Organisation and Management
(POM). Figure 10 shows the relationship between the six manufacturing challenges and I*PROMS research
clusters.

Figure 10: I*PROMS challenges (I*Proms, 2007)

4.1.2

General Requirements recommended by I*PROMS

To identify compatibility of the IPROMS research results with the SOCRADES objectives, the requirements
definitions defined by IPROMS within the following technologies were studies:
•

Agent Control Technology (ACT)

•

Intelligent Sensor Technology (IST)

•

Self diagnostic, -tuning, and –repair (STR)
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•

Human Machine Interaction (HMI)

•

Reconfigurable Manufacturing Control (RMC)

The requirements are summarised as below. For a complete list please refer to the deliverable 5.5 of the
IPROMS project documentations.
•

Requirements in the domain of Service Oriented Control include: Open architecture control, Real
time reconfiguration, Distributed control, Learning and intelligent control, and Plug and play

•

Requirements in the domain of Communication/Interfacing include: High speed industrial
networks, Wireless connectivity, and Uniform, High level integration

•

Requirements in the domain of Engineering Tools and Methods include: Intelligent
Modelling/Simulation systems, Optimal matching of configurations to tasks, and Cognitive Science,
AI, Agents

•

Requirements in the domain of Mechatronic Modules include: Integrated Embedded computer
(DSP, DPWS), and Self-contained, fault tolerant, self-diagnosis and self-repair modules

Other more generic requirements defined by I*PROMS include:
•

Mechanisms to develop Agent-Controlled Production Systems

•

A service interface independent from low-level implementation

•

A human-Machine-Interfaces (HMIs) to appropriately integrate human skills at all functional levels

•

A human-Agent-interfaces to incorporate human workplaces within the production system.

•

Automatic reconfiguration of processes by simply plugging new devices into the shop floor.

•

Ability to update production-equipment. New modules could be capable to simulate old production
equipment. Or the rest of the system is able to adjust to the new possibilities the new module
introduces.

•

Ability for easy maintenance and therefore better-maintained equipment. Intelligent modules know
their internal state, and recognise error states.

•

A real-time distributed simulation methods

•

Integration of Information, Control and Communication.

•

User-interface for decision support in the planning, implementation and operation phases

•

wireless communication and internet technologies

4.1.3

User requirements related to the SOCRADES domain

Within the context of the SOCRADES project’s work package 7, the I*PROMS’ Production Automation and
Control (PAC) Technologies theme is recognised as the most relevant to the Application Systems
Engineering and Lifecycle Support domain of the SOCRADES project. The following IPROMS user
requirements were identified to be of most relevant to SOCRADES:
•

A user interface to integrate user ability to control/monitor systems at all functional levels

•

Ability to monitor system states in details and ability to add/remove devices

•

Access to a real-time simulation of the system components

•

Access to a user-interface for decision support in the planning, implementation and operation
phases
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4.2

RUNES

4.2.1

Project overview

The RUNES project represents a major European effort with a vision to enable the creation of large-scale,
widely distributed, heterogeneous networked embedded systems that interoperate and adapt to their
environments. The inherent complexity of such systems must be simplified for programmers if the full
potential for networked embedded systems is to be realised. The widespread use of network embedded
systems requires a standardised architecture that allows self-organisation to suit a changeable environment.
RUNES aims to provide an adaptive middleware platform and application development tools that allow
programmers the flexibility to interact with the environment where necessary, whilst affording a level of
abstraction that facilitates ease of application construction and use. This will allow for a dramatic cut in the
cost of new application development and a much faster time to market. The project will also examine the
potential uses and implications of the technology, develop demonstrator systems and design training
courses to aid in dissemination of RUNES technology (Runes, 2007). An overview of the RUNES technology
is shown by Figure 11.

Figure 11: Overview of the RUNES technology (RUNES, 2007)

4.2.2

General requirements recommended by RUNES

A set of system requirements was collected by the RUNES project focus is on the sensor networks, based on
the views of industry academia and research institutes. The project divided the requirements into a general
and a specific area. The general requirements determined from the project scope can be considered as highlevel requirements, while the specific requirements mostly handle specific areas of sensor networks such as
security, hardware, network, middleware, architecture and control aspects.
Some of the key requirements collected by the RUNES project are as below. See deliverable 1.2 of the RUNES
project for the complete list of these requirements.
The system should:
•

be scaleable, and meet application security, and support a heterogeneous environment,

•

support resource optimisation, and dynamic configuration,

•

support control loop and link encryption, and be connected to the WAN by one or more gateways,
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•

support auto-configuration as far as possible, and support flexible handshake mechanism,

•

support mobile nodes, and indirect addressing,

The system must:
•

allow components to specify their security behaviour and dependencies,

•

allow security policy specification, compliance, and policy enforcement,

•

have an IEEE MAC-address for devices,

•

provide a generic interface to sensor/actuator data, provide an interface to access platform resources
and the interfaces

•

support periodic communication and computation, and unreliable connections,

•

support at least three different embedded/real-time operating systems, and at least two different
processor architectures used in a sensor network, preferably very different,

4.2.3

User requirements related to the SOCRADES domain

The RUNES project has specified generic (and domain specific) sets of requirements with particular focus on
the sensor networks defined in the RUNES technology.
A set of user requirements has been extracted from the requirements defined by the RUNES project. These
user requirements include solely those related to the application systems engineering and lifecycle support –
the focus of work package 7 of the SOCRADES project. The most relevant user requirements to SOCRADES
are listed below:
The system user must be able to:
•

support resource optimisation, and dynamic configuration,

•

be assisted by auto-configuration of devices,

•

gain access to the system sensor/actuator data and platform resources through a generic user
interface

•

add/ remove devices to the system.

4.3
4.3.1

SIRENA
Project Overview

The SIRENA project is a European research and advanced development project as part of the ITEA
programme with the objective to develop a Service Infrastructure for Real time Embedded Networked
Applications.
The SIRENA project intends to create a service-oriented framework for specifying and developing
distributed applications in diverse real-time embedded computing environments, including industrial
automation,
automotive
electronics,
home
automation
and
telecommunications
systems.
Though very diverse, these domains have a lot in common as far as the basic communications and control
infrastructure is concerned. SIRENA will develop a set of common services to address this common
denominator, complemented with domain-specific services for each of the target domains (SIRENA, 2007).
Implementing SIRENA concept to a typical system, sensors and actuators of the system are connected over a
common network infrastructure (e.g., Ethernet) and communicate directly using IP-based network protocols.
Connections are "plug and play", owing to automatic device and service discovery mechanisms. The devices
incorporate their own intelligence, making them self-contained and obviating the need of a higher-order
control device. No automation program is needed, as the devices expose their capabilities in the form of
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high-level services. The use of common networking and service infrastructure grants interoperability
between devices belonging to different domains, thus paving the way for new, service-oriented applications.

Figure 12 : SIRENA vision for a service oriented architecture using web services (Ricaud, 2006)

4.3.2

General requirements recommended by SIRENA

The project has examined the application of SIRENA in automation and industrial control domain. These
domains are mainly used where an automated manufacturing process is running in a plant. The
manufactured equipment may be cars, food, electronics, etc.
A set of specific requirements has been recommended by SIRENA as outline below. For the list of complete
requirement set refer to the SIRENA document, “Industrial Requirements” (Jammes, 2004).
•

Real time data exchanges must be deterministic, meaning that the transfer time from application to
application must be fast and guaranteed. This will imply the use of Quality of Service and
prioritisation mechanisms.

•

Application behaviour must be safe and maintenance must be very easy. This implies the use of true
plug-and-play solutions.

•

Device or network redundancy may be used as required by reliability specifications.

•

Access rights must be clearly specified and controlled, and networks must be protected against
unauthorized access.

•

Compatibility with legacy systems must be provided.

•

The cost of a simple device such as a sensor / actuator must be around 5€.

Other more generic requirements defined by SIRENA are summarised below. For the list of complete
requirement set refer to the SIRENA document, “Requirements Specification”.
•

A distributed and open networking architecture, operating in known environments, must be
defined,

•

A unified, cross-domain, platform- and language-neutral framework for describing services must be
defined
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•

A wide variety of device and service types must be addressed, with virtually no limit on the number
of devices,

•

“Plug and play” capabilities must be provided,

•

Automatic service registration, publication and discovery capabilities must be provided,

•

Service integration must be allowed to happen at run-time,

•

A service description editor tool must be provided,

•

A tool for visually generating application skeletons from formal service descriptions may be
provided,

•

A service is known by its description and protocol and must be uniform across all device types used,

•

Wired and wireless networks, peer-to-peer, broadcast and client-server communications must be
supported,

•

Fault, performance, security, service, and configuration management must be supported,

4.3.3

User requirements related to the SOCRADES domain

Within the domain of the Application Systems Engineering and Lifecycle Support specified by the
SOCRADES project, the following list of user requirements are considered to be the most relevant to
SOCRADES:
•

Application behaviour must be safe and maintenance must be very easy,

•

Access rights must be clearly specified and controlled,

•

A unified, platform- and language-neutral framework for describing services must be defined for
users,

•

Users must be able to add/remove devices, (Plug and play capabilities for users)

•

User must have access to a tool for visually generating application skeletons,

•

User must have access to fault, performance, and configuration facilities.

4.4
4.4.1

CoBls
Project Overview

COllaborative Business ItemS (CoBIs, 2007) developed a novel service-oriented approach to support
business processes that involve physical entities (goods, tools, etc.) in large-scale enterprise environments.
Software systems that provide various services for enterprise businesses are usually based on highly
decentralized, manual and thus often error-prone data collection and a more centralized data storage and
business logic execution in so called "back-end" systems. An important intention of the CoBIs project was to
apply recent advances in the area of sensor networks, in order to distribute business logic functionality to
"smart" physical entities. In this way, the status of enterprises, as it is represented in business processes and
in the supporting enterprise software systems, can reflect more closely what is actually happening in the real
world.

4.4.2

General Requirements recommended by CoBIs

CoBIs created an infrastructure for coupling networked embedded devices i.e. wireless sensors with
enterprise services. As such the project has already experience with issues which that will be also explored in
SOCRADES. Via SAP (who coordinated CoBIs) the transfer of this expertise is expected to benefit
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SOCRADES. The general requirements can be considered as high-level ones that could/should be followed
when designing the architecture and scenarios within SOCRADES.
Issues SOCRADES should focus on:
•

Dependability of the approach e.g. reliability, fault tolerance, and security

•

Promoting easy and effective integration of heterogeneous devices and their services.

•

Scalability issues with or without a back-system infrastructure

•

Support self-* concepts such as self-management, self-healing, self-configuration etc

•

Supporting a modular software design and implementation approach at all levels (device software
up to services)

•

Providing advanced functionality via peer-to-peer interactions

•

Supporting integration of legacy systems

•

Fast real-time rich data exchange

•

Using standardised technologies and interfaces at all key layers

•

Dynamic management of complex composable including dynamic discovery, adaptation etc

•

Fully support direct control and management via IP-based web services

•

Easy modelling of business logic

•

Easy access to services and to their capabilities (semantics) e.g. via a service repository

•

Service mapping to devices and inter-service dependencies management

•

Monitoring of network state before deploying services.

•

(near) Real-time monitoring of running systems

•

Reconfiguration and possibly online upgrade of running systems

4.4.3

User requirements related to the SOCRADES domain

The user requirements of CoBIs that are related to the efforts pursued within SOCRADES are:

4.5
4.5.1

•

Support occasionally connected devices

•

Support dynamic/auto configuration and management

•

Support integration with enterprise services

•

Support wired and wireless (e.g. WiFi, mobile etc) technologies and end user devices

•

Allow easy achievement of tasks on constrained devices e.g. PDA

•

Easy to install , easy to maintain and easy to upgrade application

•

Access to (with pre-selected level of detail) to the majority of functionalities available on device
or back-end systems

COMPAG
Project Overview

COMponent Based Paradigm for AGile Automation (COMPAG) was a research initiative in the school of
engineering at Loughborough University. This research focused on the replacement of centralised PLC38/44
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based control systems with a component-based control approach, where the control functionality becomes
embedded into the modules of the production machinery. The work was carried out in close collaboration
with the Ford Motor Company and a number of their machine builders including Krause, Cross Hueller and
Lamb Technicon. The resultant system architecture was derived from an in-depth study of application
lifecycle requirements from both an end-user and system builder’s perspectives. A major goal of this work
was to achieve more efficient machine reconfigurability via a functionally modular, component-based
approach to automation. The system was primarily targeted at sequence- and interlock-based applications
that typically form the bulk of control applications for conventional PLCs (Harrison, et al., 2003).
At the core of the system developed within the COMPAG project is an engineering environment that
supports the lifecycle of the machine and enables all machine-related information to be maintained as a
single Common Engineering Model in a database. This includes 3D representations of all machine modules,
the complete machine structure, application logic and potentially all mechanical, electric and controls related
information; see Figure 13 (b).

Figure 13: (a) Common model based engineering environment, and (b) the concept of configuration
parameters

A new application is created by selecting machine modules from a library and then configuring them
graphically. All application logic is defined at a high level without the need for writing low-level code (e.g.,
ladder logic or sequence charts). The engineering environment supports the complete machine lifecycle
(e.g., pre-sales, design, build, commissioning, monitoring, diagnostics and reuse) and provides internetbased support for distributed engineering teams via an integrated set of tools; see Figure 13(a).

4.5.2

General requirements recommended by COMPAG

The COMPAG project specifies a set of generic requirements for distributed control systems as outlined
below.
•

Ability to build and configure machine from smart modules

•

Provide high level process description

•

Provide real-time production monitoring

•

Ability to provide remote monitoring/maintenance

•

Provide virtual engineering and simulation of system

•

Support for simultaneous product, process and controls engineering
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•

Support for pre-programming and pre-reconfigurability of system modules

•

Lifecycle support from engineering tools

•

Support for globally distributed engineering teams

•

Support for vendor independent open systems

4.5.3

User requirements related to the SOCRADES domain

A sub-set of the generic requirement defined by COMPAG is closely relevant to the user requirements
within the context of the engineering applications related to the SOCRADES project. The most relevant user
requirements are listed below:

4.6

•

Ability to build and configure machine from smart modules

•

Provide real-time production monitoring

•

Ability to provide remote monitoring/maintenance

•

Provide virtual engineering and simulation of system

•

Support for globally distributed engineering teams

Commonly described user requirement in the other projects

Table 10: Common user requirements defined by the other research projects
Common User Requirements in other projects

Projects

A user interface to integrate user ability to control/monitor systems at all functional levels

I*PROMS

Access to a real-time simulation of the system components

I*PROMS
COMPAG

Access to a user-interface for decision support in the planning, implementation and
operation phases

I*PROMS

Support resource optimisation, and static and dynamic configuration of smart modules

RUNES
COMPAG

Gain access to the system sensor/actuator data and platform resources through a generic
user interface

RUNES

Add/ remove devices to the system
Support occasionally connected devices

RUNES
I*PROMS
SIRENA
CoBls

Security and access rights must be clearly specified and controlled

SIRENA

A unified, platform- and language-neutral framework for describing services must be
defined for users

SIRENA

User must have access to a tool for visually generating application skeletons

SIRENA

User must have access to fault, performance, and configuration facilities

SIRENA

Support dynamic/auto configuration and management

CoBls
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Support integration with enterprise services and enable production monitoring

COMPAG
CoBls

Support wired and wireless (e.g. WiFi, mobile etc) technologies and end-devices

CoBls

Allow easy achievement of tasks on constrained devices e.g. PDA

CoBls

Safe and easy to install , easy to maintain and easy to upgrade application
Access (with pre-selected level of detail) to the majority of functionalities available on
device or back-end systems

5

SIRENA
CoBls
CoBls

Ability to provide remote monitoring/maintenance

COMPAG

Support for globally distributed engineering teams

COMPAG

Final Remarks

The main novelty of this breakdown of user requirements over previous projects is the attempt to look at
these requirements from four key perspectives, i.e., control, enterprise integration, supply chain and
lifecycle. The intention is to now examine in Task 7.2 the state of the art for existing engineering tools. The
key user requirements established here will be used as the assessment criteria for this activity in D7.2 from
the four identified perspectives.
The final user requirements catalogue shown below in Table 11 has been derived by the grouping of user
requirements from the three use case studies carried out, with cross-checking against both D1.2 and also the
user requirements data obtained from previous projects which is summarised in Table 10 above. In Table 11
the user requirements have been subdivided into four sub-groups – related to system design and
configuration, commissioning and operation, virtual engineering, and standardisation and openness.
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6

User Requirements Catalogue

Dimensional Impact
Req. Id or
Project

DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION

UR1.1,
UR3.1
RUNES
I*PROMS
SIRENA
CoBls
R(D1.2)2.2.02
R(D1.2)2.3.01
R(D1.2)2.3.1.04
R(D1.2)2.3.2.01
R(D1.2)2.3.2.02
R(D1.2)2.3.3.01
R(D1.2)2.3.3.02
R(D1.2)0.01
R(D1.2)0.03
R(D1.2)0.04

UR1.3
R(D1.2)2.3.02

UR1.5
R(D1.2)2.2.08
R(D1.2)2.3.1.01

UR1.6,
UR2.8,
UR3.6

Ability to (re)configure machines
aggregated from smart modules or
components both statically and
dynamically (e.g. add/remove
devices)

MC/Proc
Control

Enterprise
Integration

Supply
Chain
Interaction

Lifecycle
Phase

Key req.

Key
enabler

Key
enabler

Useful at
all phases

5, 8,

Design,
build,
reconfigure
.

5,8

Reusability of machine components

Key req.

High level machine configuration
capability for distributed smart
modules

Key req.

Across all
partners

All

5, 8

High level process description

Key req.

Across all
partners

All

5, 8

Design simplicity
and ease of use

Desirable

End user
requiremen
t

Design

5, 8

End-user,
M/C
builder

All

5, 8

Key
enabler

All

5, 8

Operation

5, 6,
8

Commissio
ning,
Operation

5, 6,
8

R(D1.2)1.3.01

UR1.8
SIRENA
CoBls
R(D1.2)2.2.03
R(D1.2)2.3.06

UR1.11

Desirable

Plant layout support

Desirable

SIRENA
CoBls
COMPAG

Distributed system configuration and
management

Key Req.

Key Req.

UR1.2,
UR3.2,
UR3.3

Ability to monitor
products and processes

Key req.

Key req.

R(D1.2)1.3.03

COM

User Requirement

Impact on
WP’s

Table 11: List of user requirements across the studied domains/aspects

R(D1.2)1.3.02

UR3.13

Error management

Key req.

End-user,
MC
builders
Control
vendors
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UR3.11

I*PROMS

I*PROMS

UR1.14
COMPAG

VIRTUAL ENGINEERING

R(D1.2)2.3.03
R(D1.2)0.02
R(D1.2)2.4.7.02

UR1.15,
UR3.14
UR1.16
COMPAG
UR1.7,
UR2.7
to
UR2.12,
UR3.10

High flexibility for manual
interaction if requested and easy
restart of the automatic mode
A user interface to integrate user
ability to control/monitor systems at
all functional levels
Access to a user-interface for decision
support in the production planning,
implementation and operation
phases
Support for remote assistance from
experts
Lifecycle support from engineering
tools
Support for globally distributed
engineering teams

Key req.

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

8

Key
enabler

Commissio
ning,
Operation

5, 6,
8

Operation

6, 8

End-user,
MC Bldr,
Ctrl Ven.

Commissio
ning,
Operation

6, 8

Key
enabler

Key req.

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Support for virtual engineering
(user high level requirements)

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Support for virtual engineering
(low level requirements)

Key req.

Key req.

Key
enabler

All
operational
phases

2, 5,
6, 8

Access to a real-time simulation of
the system components

Desirable

Desirable

Desirable

All
operational
phases

5, 6,
8

Open system architecture and vendor
neutral systems

Desirable

Key
enabler

Desirable
end user
req

All

2, 3,
4, 5,
6

Support of effective capture and use
of lessons learned

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Effective and seamless IT systems
integration and support for
heterogeneous devices

Key req.

Key req.

Across all
partners

All

5, 6,
8

Key req.

Key req.

All

5, 6,
8

Key req.

Key req.

All

5, 6,
8

R(D1.2)2.3.1.05

UR2.1
to
UR2.6
R(D1.2)2.3.1.03

STANDARDISATION AND OPENNESS

I*PROMS
COMPAG
UR1.4,
UR3.5
RUNES
SIRENA
R(D1.2)2.3.04

UR1.10
UR1.12,
UR2.7,
UR2.10,
UR3.9
UR3.4
UR3.8
CoBls
R(D1.2)2.2.05
R(D1.2)2.3.07

UR1.13,
UR3.12
SIRENA

Inherent support for compliance with
standards
Access rights must be clearly
specified and controlled

Key req.
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7

Terms used
Abbreviation
CIM
CMM
DPWS
DSP
ERP
MES
OEM
PLM
PSW
SE
SOA

8

Explanation
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Capability Maturity Model
Devices Profile for Web Services
Digital Signal Processor
Enterprise Resource Planning
Manufacturing Execution System
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Product Lifecycle Management
Part Sample Warrant
Simultaneous Engineering
Service-Oriented Architecture
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